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"I don't see any point in I.Q. testing in schools.
There's no more point in measuring I.Q. than in
measuring the basal metabolic rate. Pupils, teach-

ers, and parents need to know whether a pupil is
learning what the school is trying to teach, but I
can't see that they need to knma the child's I.Q."
(Arthur Jensen, 1979)

I believe that the future will bring increasingly valid models of

how the mind works in the learning process. It may also bring
pedagogical applications for these valid models, applications

which improve teaching and learning. It is even possible that the

testing of mental dynamik:s may be accomplished by standardized pro-

cedures which can be perfommed Cheaply, efficiently, and for the

entrepreneur, even at a profit. That time is not now for the

standardized I.Q. tests which are widespread use,in schools.

Let me be clear at the outset. I am looking primarily at the
utility, of both I.Q. tests and the construct intelligence for

teaching practice. While the construct intelligence remains unde-
fined operationally among the community of scholars, and while the

tests to measurfi intelligent behavior cannot be shown to be univer-
sally valid instruments, these are technical matters for designers

within ehe profession. During a research phase, wide lattitude can

be toletated. However, when professional applications are made and
where legal mandates for the use of instruments are involved, rigor

in validity must be assured.

No position can be taken on whether "it" ("intelligence") is genetic

or environmental until we have sufficient data to determine if "it"

even exists; and if so, in what form. Similarly, it is premature to

debate whether sorting by intelligence should be done by tests for

school purposes unless the existence of intelligence can first be
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established and can be validly related to instruction. The test for

utility must be made, determining if thinking with the construct of

intelligence and/or testing with I.Q. tests makes a positive impact

on the teaching-learning environment.

Finally, let me emphasize that I do support valid assessment. I

also believe ehat psychology has much to offer teaching. At pres-

ent, I.Q. test offering is only patent medicine.

The construct "intelligence" and the I.Q. tests which were designed

to measure the behavior implied by the construct were fabricated and

were applied in education prior to the time that mental functions

were even described clearly. Mental "measure" went from "research"
through developm-t to general application in an amazingly short

time. Public school policy makers needed something like I.Q. tests,

and presto they were there. (Levine, 1976) "Intelligence" then,

as now, WAS said by I.Q. test advocates to be measured precisely,

before it could even be defined operationally.in.a common way by the

community of scientists. There was not then, nor has there been

since then, any general professional requirement that this undefined

substance be measured in a uniform and rigorous way or that it be

measured with instruments that yield comparable data. For example,

the "subtests" on various I.Q. tests follow every conceivable pat-

tern. Does each represent a component of intelligence? If not,

then what is the meaning of a "subtest"? If so, does intelligence

vary with the test?

Still, no matter how poor.a construct, instrument, or procedure for

mental measurement might appear to be, any serious educator could

and would overlook the lack of construct and instrument refinement,

if the use of constructs, instruments, or procedures resulted in

improved performance in teaching and learning. Has this happened?

I know of no data to show that it has. There are few professional

researchers who seem willing to dare to ask the question.

It can be observed that the construct intelligence and the I.Q.

tests which purport to measure the behavior implied by it are in

almost universal use in the public schools. Among current popular

uses for I.Q. tests are the following:

1. To determine a child's "readiness" for kindergarten.

2. To predict, a person's future academic performance.

3. To classify a pupil for placement in special schools

or programs.

4. To determine if a child is "socially competent."

5. To"diagnose" learning difficulties.
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Yet we may ask again, is teaching and learning improved as 4 conse-

quence ol the use of I.Q. tests? The startling thing which one dis-

covers when trying to answer that question, is that it is almost im-
possible-even-to establish criteria by which answers to the questions

can be judged! It is really not clear just what is supposed to hap-

pen under ideal circumstances. Some of the reasons for this are

simple. Professional language in testing is full of gross ambiguity.

The full range of assumptions upon which professional discourse is

based is seldom made explicit. Where implicit assumptions can be

inferred, they are hopelessly confounded. This confounding is evi-

dent as discussants in the intelligence and I.Q. debate slide back

and forth from one set of assumptions to another, giving little evi-
dence that they are aware that the shifts have been made. Let's

take an example. I.Q. testing may be used for a variety of school

purposes. They may be used for sorting and classification, for ,

diagnosis of learning difficulties, for the development of individual

educational plans, for research on thinking, and for selection for

admission to education opportunities. Yet it is anything but clear
just how a given I.Q. test such as a Wechsler or a Binet can be used

to serve all these diverse needs. If, for example,°I.Q. test advo-

cates are challenged to demonstrate "prescriptive" or pedagogical
validity (Gallager, 1976) for the test for a particular purpcse,
arguments which more logically support an entirely different purpose

may be marshalled by test defenders. The arguments in support of .

the validation of a particular test as an individual diagnostic de-

vice would hardly be expected to be the same as arguments in support

of that same test as a program sorting device.

Therefore, for example, the diagnosis of many African-American chil-

dren by the use of a so.andardized I.Q. test may be challenged as in-

valid because such tests use an unfamiliar European-American vocabu-

lary as a part.of the "measure" of "mental capacity." This challenge

is met frequently by a spurious argument. The spurious argument is

that "all Americans should, for practical reasons, (master the general

culture." Notice..that the challenge raised questions regarding the
valid measurement of such things on I.Q. tests as remembering large

numbers of words, using words"properly," etc. If different children

are to be compared, these things should be "measured" using a vocabu-
lary which all tested children have had an equal opportunity to learn.

I.Q. test advocates' responses to the challenge above tend to change

the focus of the discussion from points about the "measurement" of

"mental functions" to a focus on the practical utility of a common e

language. Such a response about utility is true but irrelevant to

the issue of measuring the child's dynamic patterns of thought.

There are other dimensiuns to the discussion which create similar

confounding in discourse, for example, each ttme the audience for

information changes, the nature of the infcrmation wh:ch 71.s needed

changes as well. Policy makers might wish to know if I.Q. testF

n work," if they are cheap, if they can identify "gifted children."
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On the other hand, a teacher may wish for information on a special

strategy to use on Monday with Johnny Jones. A prescriptive diag-

nosis and a policy recommendation probably require different in-

formation, or ilformation at different levels of refinement. Yet

the teacher and the policy maker are most likely to get tha same

information, a raw I.Q. score or scores or+gross label such as

Current school uses of I.Q. tests tend to reflect an emphasis on

"prediction" and/or "diagnosis." The I.Q. test is supposed to tell

us what a child's future school performance will be and, by tmplica-
tion, what the limits of a child's performance must be. The I.Q.

test is supposed to tall us what is "broken," "disabled," or "under-

developed" in the child's thinking process. Both of these uses,

diagnoses, add prediction, offer an,excellent opportunity to illumin-

ate just how underdeveloped intelligence and /.Q. ideology and prac-

tice are.

Let's take them one at a time. I.Q. tests tend to correlate posi-

tively with other I.Q. tests and with some-school grades under cer-

tain conditions. ,Yet other I.Q. tests and school grades both tend

to use test items which are quite similar to those on the I.Q. test

with which we begin. Therefore, we should not live in awe of the

fact that a given thing tends ta be mildly associated with something

quite like itself. On the other hand, we should be embarrassed as
scientists that virtually all of the I.Q. correlations which are

reported in the literature are based on many studies that repeat a

simple unscientific error. That unscientific error is the tailure to

control for known major sources of variation in experimental or gen-

eral testing conditions, and to ignore this failure in subsequent in-

terpretation. To be specific, there is an almost universal failure

to control for instructional "treatment" in the validity studies
whiCh have been done.- Studies using pre-measures on I.Q. tests and

post-measures on school grades presume equivalence of "treatment" or

teaching among subjects among comparison groups. Nothing could be

further from the truth in most cases in the schools (Hamilton,Rist).

Moreover, there are compelling data which suggest that if this were

done, the famous or infamous I.Q. correlation would evaporate (Fuller,

1978) (Johntz, 1976) (Freire, 1973). This seems to be a taboo area

for most I.Q. research!

But what about diagnosis? The use of the word "diagnosis" implies a
knowledr:e of how thinking ought to work. When a professional in

applied areas such as clinical psychology, school psychology, educa-

tional psychology, or school teaching uses the word "diagnosis,"

there is a further implication. That implication is that the-:e is a

systematic_practice or pedagogy which if properly applied, will work

to produce student achievement. In such a teaching model, such sys-

tematic pedagogy or "treatment" ought to be public professional

knowledge and should be endorsed as valid by the profession. Aedical

doctors might call this "standard procedure." Without valid "standard
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procedure," any I.Q. "diagnosis" for the applied professional is pro-

fessionally meaningless and useless. Yet, there are in fact no

"standard procedures" for teachers in places where I.Q. tests are in

use. Theories of teaching do exist. in abundance. Many teachers and

researchers have described how some teachers function. But educators

have yet to recognize or to sanction a set.of common valid pedagies.

Teacher education is still quite anarchic, and so is common teaching

practice. This eliminates even the possihtlity of another critical

matter. That matter is that there be a valid link between testin
and pedagogy, between I.Q. testing and teaching strategies, between

"diagnosis" and "prescription," and between both of these and "heal-

ing." Is there anyone here or elsewhere who is willing to stake

their professional reputation on a claim that these links can be

demonstrated?

Without valid or meaningful prediction, we are left with but one"

major use of I.Q. tests in education. That use is to sort students

into categories so that they may be treated in special ways. This

assumes that the classifications will yield intellectually homogenous

groups of students who can and should be given a unique educational

treatment as a group. Note again: this special unique treatment is

mysterious. It is implied but never described. Sorting can be ac-

complished by the use of I.Q. tests. But the same sorting outcomes

could also be accomplished almost as easily by use of the social

class indices of family income, family educational level, and family

prestige, and by use of skin color, (Nader, 1979). Any other arbi-

trary marker could be used for sorting to identify a part of the

population which is to be excluded from normal opportunity. Bht

this kind of sorting is clearly political, and not psychological or

educational in any professional sense, (Hillfiard, T., 1979). To be

professional, the testing and pedagogy link would have to be vali-

dated.

Basically then the whole I.Q. test operation rides on three legs.

They are:

1. Prediction

2. Diagnosis

3. Sorting

None of these as yet can be regarded as valid educational practice.

There are no data to show that student performance is improved because

of these three uses of tests.

The I.Q. test may serve well as a clinical interview protocol for a

psychologist who is thoroughly familiar with a student's culture.

Further I.Q. tests or items should be permitted for purposes of re-

search for test development. I take no issue whatsoever with these
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uses. It is only when as a clinical aid the I.Q. test is offered as

a "measurement" device in a scientific sense, or when a research

tool is passed off as a valid applied device that the illegitimate

imposition of tests on clients must be questioned.

I hope that I have made it clear that it is not simply the misusek

of currently used I.Q. tests but the inherent scientific inadequacy

of the tests themselves that is being questioned. lurther, I hope

that it is also clear that I have made no special :t!.ea here for cor-

recting the cultural bias of currently used I.Q. tests. The problem

is far more grave than that. The cultural bias only showy us that

standardized mass-produced "measurement" is impossible when variable

'cultural material is being aggregated in cross-cultural settings.

This is aggregating apples and oranges. The culture and measurement

issue is a matter of science first and then equity. Clearly,

Pandora's box will be opened in the mental measurement laboratory on

the very day that cultural anthropologists and socio-linguists are

invited to look at what we do. No existing standardized I.Q. test

can survive that kind of scientific scrutiny. The whole /.Q. testing

movement reflects either an ignorance of or an unwillingness to deal

with relevant academic data, especially socio-linguistic. The incom-

plete literature review in most research on the validation of I.Q.

tests will reveal this scientific defect.

If Nero did indeed fiddle while Rome burned, then it is a fitting

analogy for I.Q. test advocates and for those who fail to teach

children successfully. While test advocates conduct their pseudo
H measurements," there are numerous examples of outstanding pedagogy

in America and in the world which proceed without them. There are

exciting examples which include those where there is dramatic achieve-

ment for children who should not have been able to achieve so well,

based upon their I.Q. scores, (Freire, 1973; Johntz, 1976; Fuller,

1978; Hilliard, 1979). It shuuld be sobering to note that in my

experience with teaching that succeeds& I do not know of a single

instance in which the educators or psychologists relied t,:on I.Q.

tests! The other side of that is this: I have yet to see a dem-

onstration an here to show that the use of I. . tests make a osi-

tive difference in the achievement of children. Researchers have

looked at every child, family, or social-class variable imaginable,

yet the empirical proof of the pedagogical utility of I.Q. tests

remains to be done.

In my experience of observing successful teaching and in reviewing

the literature on that same subject, I have yet to come across

teachers or psychologists who utilize the construct of intelligence

directly in their work. They simply do not talk in terms of a

measured amount of student capacity. I am aware that the system-

atic observation of learners has begun to help us to understand the

teaching and learning process better. Piaget's work seems to have

the potential for a growing application in teaching, (Elkind, 1971;

Furth, 1977).

pr.'?
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The systematic observation of learners over long periods of time end

across broad cultural groups will eventually yield basic scientific
knowledge, especially when the unique patterns of learners are ob-

served, accourted for and interpreted a la Piaget. The spate of pub-

lications which deal with the application of Piaget to the classroom,

though incomplete and sometimes controversial, may be compared favor-

ably io the relative absence of widely used publications which spell

iet......2.seof"irlienceaouttInd_LLATIthe classroom. What can a
teacher do with "g?' even if it turns out to be more than an artifact

of particular apOroaches to testing and data analysis. When "g" is

0 measured," what more does e practicing professional know abolit a

child than he or she knew before? Few I.Q. technicians seem tu have
the courage to go beyond academic fortune telling at about the same,N

level of specificity as our daily horoscopes in the Toonerirille

Chronicle. There simply is no significantly useful information in
the test for teachers.

Intelligence as a construct and currently used I.Q. tests fail educa-
tion, not merely because of their readily apparent technical poverty,
or.because of demonstrable cultural bias (Hilliard,,1979), but be-

cause they are, at present, useless as instructional tools.

The repair of the damage which has been done in the quest for I.Q.

and intelligence can be made only if work is begun on the right

problems! This requires that fundamental confusion be overcome.

1. Statistical bias must no longer be confused with
cultural bias.

To address the issue of cultural bias there must
be a sophisticated identification of cultural
groups, an understanding of culture and cognition,

and an understanding of socio-linguistic princi-
ples. Fle fact that items may appear to "work the
same way' within two different "cultural" groups
when simple statistical calculations are used does
*not deal effectively with the cultural issue. How

are the cultural groups to be identified? How does

sample selection proceed?

2 English must no longer be confused with language.

Alas, English is only a language. It is only one of

many. Even at that it is a polyglot language, made
up of a basically Germanic morphology and a basically

Romance or Latin vocabulary. Just as with many other
linguistic amalgams, it has utilitarian value. How-

ever, thinking can be expressed in every language.

English does not own thinking. Getting English rules
"right" is not necessarily the same as getting think-

ing right. Therefore, the dneo structure of language
(Chomsky, 1957) (Levi-Strauss, 1966) can no longer be
confused with the surface structure (a particular
language such as English). Standard or "correct"
English should no longer be confused as a unique, ex-

pression of thinking. The implications of this for
standardized testing which use "standaid rieglish"

are immense.



3. The aggregation of numbers (test scores) must no
longer be confused with the aggregation of com-

1

parable "units of mental behavior."

With what logic can a subject's response to a
block design item be aggregated with a response

to a vocabulary item? This is measurement??

4. ytediction must no longer be confused with

diagnosis.

'Me noting of a small association between two
sets of scores (I.Q. and achievement) is not.an
explanation of the association. ,

A

5. Statistical categories must no lon
\
ilbe confused

,

with.behavioral functions.

For example, a "gifted" person.cannot be described
simply as a persod who "falls into the top 2%P of

scorers on an I.Q. test. A description of the
unique mental functions must be madet There is no

reason'whatsoever for the frequency of functions
to appear in a population by prior definition
rather than by actual experience.

6. Non-discriminatory assessment must no longer be
confused with valid assessment.

The search for i'culture free" assessment had to be

a failure almost by definition. Virtually all corm-

municative human behaviors appear to be human cre-,

ativities, or simply "cultural" material. Culture

must be used in all assessment, but not the same'

'culture in all assessment. Further "non-discrimina-
tory" assessment may be politically acceptable but

professionally useless, unless reveals valid in-
formation about intelligent behavior for each group
to which it is applied. Thus, for example, the
pathetic attempt with SOMPA (System of Multicultural

Pluralistic Assessmnt) is almost humorous. It is a

hodgepodge of data which would take 50 IBM computers
to unravel. The results offer no more to teaching
than the I.Q. tests which it was designed to replace

or augment. Indeed it even includes one of the I.Q.
tests which its author had criticized earlier. Now

SOMPA has joined mass production. The construct

"adaptive behavior" has even less meaning than

"intelligence."



If intelligence really exists in anything like the form which is
represented in popular hypotheses, then the future may show something

. which has yet .to be revealed. Varying patterns of thought - perhaps
habits of thought would be more accurate - can be observed very
readily today. Howetrer, the standardized "mealurement" of mental

' "potential" or "ability" either an absolute or a relative sense
remains a hope and not a reality. After all the hocus-pocus, I.Q.
testing and professional reasoning in educatton, using intellfigence
as a construct, tell us little more than a sensitive teacher already
knows about.a given child.

Educators bolight the proverbial "pig-in-a-poke" when I.Q. testing and
intelligence ideology was let into the tent. In doing so, they
bought a new dependent with a ravenous appetite for resources. It is
also a dependent that spends a great deal of time with its own cos-
metics but no ttme at all helping with the housework. It has great
fragrance but no substance. Maybe a diet or a fast would help.

Summarl:

The standardized I.Q. tests which are in use in the schools are sci-
entifically and pedagogically without merit. The construct "intelli-
gence" is 4i 44Tothetical notion whose valid expression has yet to be
born. I.Q. tests and the construct of intelligence can be discarded'
at present, and teaching strategies would be unaffected. To success-
ful teachers the tests are at best a pure nuisance and at worst a
reactive influence on teaching and learning. The tests are not sim-
ply culturally biased. That bias is only a symptom of the problem
which is their scientific inadequacy. To say that "they are the best
we have," is not to say that they contribute anything useful at all
to instruction. The construct "intelligence" is embryonic and has
heuristic value for research. Its utility,for instruction remains
to be demonstrated. School teachers and students should be relieved
of the burden of this bad science and psychological ideology.' Test-
makers should come again when this product can help to make education
better.
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